
 

 

a/ Thanks to this drawing, Banksy raised awareness  

b/ It was designed by Banksy,  

c/ It dates back to May 2020 (two thousand and twenty)  

d/ It was first located at Southampton general hospital  

e/ It was approximately one meter square  

f/ It went on display in a corridor at the hospital  

g/ This drawing shows a boy dressed in dungarees  

h/ Next to the boy, in the background, we can see  

i/ The nurse, wearing a face mask and a white apron  

j/ It looks as if she is flying,  

k/ This piece of art is a drawing and  

l/ The drawing is in black and white, which means that  

m/ The drawing shows that the situation we were living  

n/ The artist wants to warn us that we should stop  

o/ The message in the drawing could be that  

p/ The artist urges us to honour people who work for  

 

 

 

 

1/ it is entitled « Game changer ». 

2/ looking up at superstars and instead pay tribute to real heroes. 

3/ the famous British comic and subversive street artist. 

4/ figures of Batman and Spiderman discarded in a bin. 

5/ in the South of England, where the artist gave it away. 

6/ at that time of crisis was extremely worrying. 

7/ playing with a nurse superhero toy. 

8/ featuring a red cross, has her arm raised. 

9/ with a cape fluttering behind her. 

10/ and it was nicely framed. 

11/ the red cross clearly stands out as an important element. 

12/ during the Covid-19 pandemic and lockdown. 

13/ we must take action and support important causes.  

14/ as a tribute to hospital workers and the NHS.  

15/ the NHS as well as all carers in general. 

16/ but also raised money for NHS charities! 

 

KEY 

READING COMPREHENSION ACTIVITY: match the elements on the left to the elements on the right. 
Name :     Class :  

a =  b =          c =   d =   e =   f =   g =   h =           i =  

  

j =    k =   l =   m =  n =   o =       p =  DD _ 02/23 

https://learningapps.org/display?v=pp27b940523  

https://learningapps.org/display?v=pp27b940523

